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New gate keys are available for our members
that require them. The keys are available at the
Range Office. The locks will be changed
March 1st. I’m sorry that we were not able to
give our members more lead time on the new
keys. This year we did a total re- keying of the
entire facility. Due to the number of locks that
had to be changed it has taken us longer to
complete the procedure than usual. Thank you
for your patience.
Elections are coming. Members should be receiving their ballots in the mail next month. Be
sure to VOTE! Remember it is your Club.
Votes will be cast in the usual manner. All
ballots must be in the ballot box prior to the
Annual Meeting being called to order. The
Annual Meeting will be Wednesday April 13
at 7:30 pm at the Club House.
After a long wait we now have the drawings
for the Range 2 Side Baffles. We are in the
process of obtaining bids for the construction
of the baffles.
We are still in the investigative phase for finding why we have a large number of bullet
holes in the baffles on Range 1. Apparently we
have to remind every shooter that it is their
responsibility to shoot safely and accurately. If
you do not know where your rounds are impacting stop shooting.
Congratulations to those of you that have
stepped up and are running for office or a position on the WCW Board of Directors. Good
Luck to all!
Have fun enjoy your club and be safe!
Gary Webster

Firearms
Education
Committee

Our most recent month of firearms training
classes started with Home Firearms Safety on
16 January. Eight students were introduced to
firearms by Bill Bentler, John Marler, and
Doug Peterson.
Our January Instructor Training class on the
following weekend had nineteen students.
Twelve of them were certified in Pistol, four in
Shotgun, and three in Rifle. Eighteen of the
students also completed the Home Firearms
Safety instructor certification as well. Richard
Ripley led the shotgun class, John Marler the
rifle class, and Martin Morehouse the pistol
class. Our assistant instructors were Mike
McNeff, Dan Reynolds, Boyd Kneeland, and
Ron Newton.
Back to our regular schedule of classes, seven
students attended the First Steps Shotgun class
on 6 February. Paul Brown and Mark Silver
led this class.
And for our most recent class, eight students
attended Basic Pistol. Marc Champagne led
the class, backed up by Bob Williams, and Bill
Bentler.
Teaching classes, or helping with classes, is a
good way to learn more about shooting. It also
helps introduce new shooters to our sport! Call
us to help, or stop in and see what we're doing.
Martin Morehouse

Pistol hours of operation
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun

Noon to dusk (max 7PM)
Closed
Closed
Closed
Noon to dusk (max 7PM)
Noon to dusk (max 7PM)
Noon to dusk (max 7PM)

Archery
Committee
No Report

SAFETY IS JOB ONE!
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Board Meeting
Minutes
February 3, 2016

First Vice President Ken DeLeone called
the meeting to order at 7:30 PM. All
Board members were present except
Gary Webster, Jim Dinnie and Larry
Mallory.
Guests:
Jack Giuliano, Range Committee Chairman; Jim Thompson, Archery Committee
Chairman; Orin Humphries; George
Smith; John Marler and Kevin Kellogg.
Committee Reports:
Jim Thompson & Mike Wichser, Archery, including a request for the club to
purchase 4 compound bows for classes,
tabled; Jack Giuliano Range and Joe
Rinaldi, Shotgun. The Shotgun Report
will be in the Newsletter separately.
The Minutes of the previous Board Meeting and Quarterly Membership Meeting
as approved by email were read.
Trustee's Report:
Jeff LeMoine discussed improvements
and issues related to the clubhouse door
replacement, a property maintenance
schedule, the POS system, new locks
throughout the facility and updating our
security camera system. Dave Levinson
reported the upgrade of the electrical
service near the chalet is still waiting for
the power pole to be installed. The revamping of the IT system was tabled
until a group of at least 3 members volunteer their services for a committee.
Discussions of the upcoming DOR tax
meeting regarding double taxation of
clay targets, club record storage and a
background check for volunteers were
also tabled.
Treasurer's Report:
Tami Gramer provided the monthly financial statement and the year to date
budget report.
Old Business:
Mike Wichser reported that the Range #2
side baffle improvement blue- prints are
completed. Ken DeLeone moved to accept all sealed bids submitted by March
31, 2016. 2nd by Dan Barton, Passed.
Construction is projected to start the first
week of July 2016.
Dan Barton reported a detailed estimate
of costs to provide range masters at

Ranges # 1, 2 and 3 during member only
hours.
New Business:
John Conderman moved to approve the
request of John Marler for scheduling reaccuring periodical NRA Instructor classes. 2nd by Ken DeLeone, Passed; Darian
Carpenter moved to approve the request of
Kevin Kellogg for a periodical "Wile E
Coyote Rimfire" 100 yard shoot with the
first occurring on April 16, 2016 2nd by
Dan Barton, Passed; Dan Barton moved to
appoint George Smith as the new HP Rifle
Chairman, 2nd by Ken DeLeone. Passed;
John Conderman moved to approve Steve
Olheiser as Head Coach for the junior rifle
team as requested by Jack Giuliano. 2nd
by Dan Barton, Passed.
A special thanks to Orin Humphries and
Chuck Barnes for their outstanding report
relating to the damage to the Range #1
baffle from bench position #9. An abbreviated report will be in the March Newsletter. Joe Rinaldi will contact the Bothell
Reporter regarding their request for an
article in the weekly newspaper. A reprimand for a personnel matter involving a
letter to the Board and others was discussed.
Tami Gramer moved to adjourn this meeting. Meeting adjourned at 10:40 PM. Submitted by Dan Barton, Recording Secretary.

NRA 50 Shot Highpower
Position Rifle Match

The February 2016 CMP Garand, Springfield, Vintage Military and Modern Military match got us off to a good start for
the year. Nine total participants with two
complete new comers to the game. Complete newcomers in that they had not
fired a Garand, or a CMP match or
BOTH!
A single relay was decided upon to accommodate position rifle qualifications
and the M-1 Garand maintenance clinic
that immediately followed the match. It
was a busy match and although we
pressed ganged an observer to help us out
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– somebody was so engaged that they
completely forgot to take some photos,
OK, it was me, sorry about that. Someone please remind me to do that at the
March 20th CMP match or do your own
and please send them to me.
Competitors in the February match covered the entire spectrum of eligible rifles
and then some. Jeff McGee, our resident
High Master, joined in with his match
rifle to get some practice before high
power season gets in full swing.
Murray Hackett earned a Bronze Pin in
the Modern Military class firing 423-8X
while Orin Humphries did likewise in for
the 1903A3 Springfield firing a hot 4526X, just missing a Silver by 2 points!
The most welcomed new comers did
quite well. Jonathan Standridge having
never fired a Garand or participated in a
match, borrowed one of the clubs Garands to fire a respectable 320-0X. All
rounds were on the paper! Kurtis Johnson using a 1903 Springfield with the
tiniest notch in a ladder rear sight and
sans sling for the sighters and the 2 slow
fire prone matches (before a loaner could
be secured) fired an equally respectable
366-1X
Following the match, Orin and 4 of the
match participants gave all 8 of the
club’s CMP Garands attention for an
annual maintenance while at the same
time learning the intricacies of Garand
maintenance, from the club’s Garand
Guru.
Come join us for the March 20th match
or any and all of our subsequent matches.
Bulletins and notices are posted on the
range bulletin boards and can be found at
these weblinks. For the CMP matches
on March 10, October 16, November 20
and December 18, go to https://
ct.thecmp.org/app/v1/index.php?
do=matchRegistrationListUpcoming&fil
ter=designation&filter_value=GARAND
Approved NRA High Power Matches
will be held on April 17, May 15, June
12, July 17, August 21 and September
18. The NRA competitions web link is http://competitions.nra.org/Tournaments/
Views/TournamentStatus.aspx
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Nathan Ware. Nathan does a great job
and should be lauded for his volunteering
and enthusiasm for the promotion of
shotgun competitions at our club.

There has been a lot of activity to report
since last month. We had our monthly
meeting on Feb. 1, 2016. The meeting
was brought to order at
7:00pm.Twentyone members attended.
The first annual Don Isham Continental
shoot was held on Sunday January 31st.
There were eleven thousand clay birds
launched with only seven broken birds. It
should be pointed out that that range
looked very well groomed and landscaped. Many thanks to the care takers of
our property. Overall, we received a lot
of compliments on everything from the
way the shoot was conducted to the food.
Many thanks go to the volunteers who
contributed their time and service to help
orchestrate the smooth functioning of the
shoot. Our club members did quite well
in this competition.
We set our next Pizza and Annie Oakley
shoot for the next members/meeting night
on March 7th. This is a fun event and we
encourage members to attend.
It should be noted that three members of
the board went to International Shot
Show the week of Jan 17th. Gary Webster
our current president, Patti Gary’s wife,
Dave Levinson and myself attended. We
visited with some ammunition distributors, as well as powder distributors. Some
headway, was made with powder manufacturing companies. In addition, we also
discussed some design specification with
range architects as it relates to range four
construction. We also talked to a company called LIGHT FORCE about winter
range lighting on the shotgun field. We
also talked to an international Clay birds
company in order to keep abreast of possible better pricing deals on clay birds.
We also discussed several upcoming
events that are scheduled. Our next event
is set for April 10th which is a doubles
tournament which will occupy one trap
only for a period of time depending on
the numbers who shoot. This shoot will
primarily be attended by our members.
On May 14th we will have our full PITA
shoot which will be organized again by

We also scheduled our two summer pot
luck event for July 18th and August 15th
respectively in addition to our Disabled
Veterans shoot which we scheduled for
August 20th.
Lastly, we voted to approve a recommendation to the board that $500.00 be allocated to the State competition shoot that
is held annually. The meeting was adjourned at 7:55pm.

Orientation
The following new member applicants
attended Orientation this month and
received their membership cards.
John Bossen
Mark Brockway
Matthew and Amy Bustad
Sean and Mitzi Charlton
Robert and Tomoe Dunning
Paul and Christine Flynn
John Fox
Thomas Hall
James Heath
Gray Jensen
Andrew and Beth Johnson
Perry and Diano Koops
Jizhou Li
Kyle and Tiffany McMillan
Rich Miller
Jake Morgan
Oleg and Marina Nadykto
Arthur Nickel
Nina Rice
Doug and Dina Shepard
Seth and Jennifer Talbott
Scott Thornber
Jonathon Weighell
Tory and Katerina Wolff
Welcome to the club.
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Donations
We receive many donations during the
course of a year …..and we are very
grateful. While we are not a charity and
donations are not charitable contributions
for tax purposes, all donations are put to
work improving the facility and its operations. This month we received:

$100 Donations
Louis Barinaga
James Harding
John Kalina
John Kovacich
Kenneth Lindstrom
Peter Vial
$75 Donations
Christian Erb
Dan Ivanoff
Martin Lammers
Todd Mackie
$50Donations
Jason Jaujou
Florin Nutu
Ali Simsek
$25 Donations
Ron Baehm
Chad Cechini
Ross Cleveland
Guy Conversano
Ivan Cross
John Dixon
Abel Ezcurra
Wesley Hebert
Zachry Hopkins
Scott Johnson
Carl Knabe
Jeffrey Kropp
John Loendorf
Robert Miller
Lyle Rice
Robert Shealy
Andre Tiffany
David Zenger
$20 Donations
Bobby Kelly
$12/$10/$5 Donations
Raymond Cox
Robert Ferrell
George Hudson
Paul Sherman
Dallas Soward
Terry Tradal
Devin Hamilton
Richard White
Gavin Cohrs
Thanks
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We had a very good turnout for our February match which was a warm up match
for next month's Siebert Shoot. It was a
cool, cloudy early Spring day with challenging winds for a good part of the
match. It was good to see some new
shooters. Thomas Horne showed up with
a beautiful bench gun he found at
Cabela's. We welcome all new shooters!
As we will in the Siebert match, we shot
at 100 and 200 yards. Match strategy, as
always, is to shoot as many Xes as possible and to not drop any points. The best
shooters will not drop any points at 100
since this is short range. They need to
accumulate as many X points as possible
since at 200 yards it's much harder to
consistently shoot Xes. In theory, a thirty
caliber rifle has a better chance of racking up a lot of Xes. This proved to be
true in this match though only partly.
The 6 PPC still has a slight accuracy
edge over the .30 BR but the larger bullet
diameter of the thirty is a huge advantage
for staying within the 10 ring and for
grazing that pesky little X dot.
In match one, in custom class, Khanh
Nguyen shot the best score, 100-10X, in
other words, the best possible target.
This was with a .30 BR. Rick Graham
was right behind with 100-8X and Ted
Larson was third with 100-4X. In factory
class, Kevin Kellogg shot the best factory score of the day with 100-3X, Bryan
March was second with 99-3X (shooting
a very accurate Savage in 6BR caliber)
and Jeff Locke was third with 97-1X.
In match two, Khanh almost matched his
first score with 100-9X, Richard Jette,
Ira Gross and Jeff Lewis all shot 100-7X
and Ted and Rick shared third place with
100-5X. Some terrific shooting all
around! In factory class, Jeff and Kevin
tied for first with 99-3X, Bryan was second with 98-1X and Dennis Tyskiewicz
was third with 93-0X.
Okay, moving out to 200 yards. In cus-
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tom, Khanh was again first with 100-3X,
Doug Scwind was second with 100-2X
and Jeff Lewis scored 100-0X for third
place. This was the windiest phase of the
match and the scores reflect this. It actually calmed down a bit later on. In factory Bryan was first with 99-1X, Kevin
was second scoring 96-1X and Shaun
Foreman and Dennis shared third place
with 94-0X.
In match four, our veteran shooter, Ted
Larson, came in first scoring 100-5X.
Rick shot 100-4X and in third Richard
Jette and Khanh both shot scores of 1002X. In factory, Jeff Locke snapped to
attention and beat everyone with 99-0X.
Bryan and Kevin both scored 97-2X for
second place and Dennis shot an unadorned 97 (0X) for third.
It was a good day of shooting. Thanks to
everyone for carrying target frames
and to Jeff Locke for helping with the
scoring. In custom Khanh had the best
aggregate score, not dropping any points
and shooting the little X 24 times. Great
shooting Khanh! And in factory, Bryan
March took home the big money, dropping only seven points and shooting seven X. I think he's going to be sticking
with his "new" Savage for a while.
In the Siebert match next month we'll
shoot ten targets total, only one shot per
bull. So bring enough ammo for 50 shots
for record plus more for sighters and
fouling shots. We'll draw for benches and
the match fee will be a little more than
normal. We'll take a lunch break after the
100 yard phase. Plan on a slightly longer
match than usual. If you have something
you'd like to donate as a prize that would
be great. For information, call Richard
Nicol at 206-784-1093 or Dennis Tyskiewicz at 425-409-1223.
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Rimfire
Position Rifle
The 2016 Puget Sound Riflemen’s Association (PSRA) Winter League is nearing
mid-season. This article reports on results
through February 9. Five teams based at
Cascade, West Seattle and the WCW form
the league.
WCW fields two teams, the Skunks and
Wild Mink. This year the league is using
the challenging USA-50 target.
Skunks
The Skunks had a couple of close losses
and stand at 1 win and 3. Averages (out of
400 possible) are:
Jeff McGee
Arnie Graham
Dan Graham
Susan Graham
John Olson
Justin Miller

375.25
369.75
330.67
310.10
266.00
243.75

Jeff McGee and Arnie Graham have the
first and second high averages in the
league, respectively.
Wild Mink
The Wild Mink are close to the top with a
record of 3 wins and 1 loss. Averages are:
Aidan Huck
Jason McCurry
Matt Martin
Alan Carey
Abigail McCurry
Brien McCrea
Lilly Zachary

354.50
351.00
346.50
343.00
329.50
317.67
316.00

Range Committee
Pistol
The Winter League Bullseye Postal event
finds the WCW#1 leading the 75, 4shooter, teams after the first 7 matches by
43 points, with WCW#2 laying in 7th
place. Our closest competitors are a team
from Portland and our fellow shooters in
West Seattle.
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CLUB GARANDS
On Sunday the 21st of February we had a
class on care and maintenance of the M-1
Garand rifle, the “greatest battle implement, etc.” - one G. Patton. The class
was offered with no fee this year as could
be the case for future repeats. People give
their time and labor in exchange for
knowledge and hands on experience. The
class set a record for this sort-of-annual
event. We had five people as compared
with the past when there were two or
three students.
Field stripping and cleaning followed by
preservation fully filled the time. The
class had to be fitted in between 1:00 and
3:00 so it stopped short of removing the
bolt and disassembling it.
The class began with a lesson on how the
traditional ways and equipment we use
for gun cleaning will destroy them without ever firing a shot. Seriously. The
class is offered on a by-popular-demand
basis, so…and cleaning is universal, not
just for Garands.
Three of the rifles had not been fired in
the preceding year so they got their preservative treatment renewed. Two others
had been cleaned after firing as is required of borrowers, so all they needed
was renewing the preservation. One rifle
was used in the morning’s CMP Match
so the class got to see where you have to
look to find all of the nooks and crannies
in that intricate design. The class was
shown how a lot of simple dish detergent
in water is head and shoulders above any
smelly chemical you can buy for cleaning
a barrel. I use Prell, Dawn, and Palmolive
to clean every gun I have. (I can’t use
smelly chemicals anyway; my wife insists on cooking in my gun cleaning
room, and she hates strong smells.) The
fastest and proper way to remove copper
from a bore is shown only in this class,
using Sweet’s 7.62. You won’t see the
fine points of this anywhere else. So
maybe check us out next time.
“Thanks”, to everyone who participated.
Our rifles are in good shape for another
year.
Orin Humphries
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Bits and Pieces
This is leap year and one of our old members, Ed Pack, gets to have his 25th birthday….one every four years. On February
29th, Ed will actually be 100 years old!
Ed has been actively involved in club activities since joining in the 1970’s. He
spent many years in the 2nd and 1st Vice
President cycle while I was President. He
ran our Hunter Education program longer
than anyone, and expanded it to include
our instructors teaching classes for the city
of Lynnwood. He established the club’s
periodic handloading classes and was always looking for the “better” hunting
round.
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Let’s wish Ed a very happy 100th
Birthday, with many returns of the day.
On a sour note, some member has put
holes in the new baffles on Range #1.
The baffles cost the club (and you)
thousands of dollars and they are there
to catch the errant shot that would otherwise land on one of our neighbors. If
we find a member deliberately putting
holes in our baffles, he will be banded
from this facility for life….and charged
for the damage.
Vic Alvarez
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The NRA and the WCW
Our club is an NRA recruiter, and we
get a commission for all new members
we sign up and for all renewals processed with our recruiter ID number.
We receive $10 for every new member
and $5 for every renewal.
The club has a significant number of
NRA members and it would be a real
benefit to the club for all those members to renew using the form below, or
by using our web site direct link to the
NRA renewals….on the home page.
Besides, by renewing through the club,
you save $10. Let’s see, you save $10
and the club gets another $5….what
a good deal.
Then there are a great many WCW
members who are not yet NRA members. The club would receive $10 of the

$25 special dues for every member who
would join through the club. You
would be doing your part on a national
level to protect your gun and hunting
rights. You save $10 and the club gets
another $10….a really good deal.
Sign up your wife or husband or friends
on an Associate membership for $10
(no magazine) and the club gets a $5
commission. Don’t want to get the full
membership, sign up for an Associate
membership for yourself.
We have been getting an extra $1,000 a
year without much effort just from the
few who sign up….we could get a great
deal more and you would be doing
yourself a favor. The benefits which
come with an NRA membership are
significant. You get $1,000 unscheduled firearm insurance and $10,000/
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$5,000 accidental life insurance. And
you would be adding to the strength of
the NRA, which has passed the 4 million
member mark. There is strength in numbers and the number of NRA numbers
should be much higher. Let’s all pull
together and give them the support they
need.
As an aside, the NRA provides the lesson plans and manuals for all our safety
classes…..and direct dollar grants for
some of our projects.
Just remember, use the form below, or
use our web site direct link. Write your
check to the NRA or use your credit card
for easy processing.
SAVE MONEY and
HELP THE CLUB.

New or Renewal Special Rates for NRA Membership $25.00
By special arrangement, the NRA is allowing us to sign-up members for $10 OFF their regular 1 year dues. You MUST make your
check out to the NRA or you will be charged sales tax. Mail it to the club, drop it off at the Range Office or mail it directly to:
National Rifle Association, Recruiter Program Department, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-7400

